Oslo
Lapis

Available Colors

Pattern  Oslo
Color     Lapis
Data Number  PH003808
Environments  Hospitality
Application  Top of Bed
             Upholstery - Non Crypton
Content  100% POLYESTER
Flammability  Passes CAL117, Sect. C
Abrasion  100,000 Double Rubs
Results above 100,000 double rubs have not been shown to be a reliable indicator of increased lifespan.
Width  54.00 inches
Orientation  Pattern Runs Up Roll
Repeat  V: 1.00 inches
         H: 1.00 inches

Disclaimer: We have made an effort to provide fabric images that closely represent the fabric colors. However, due to all the possible variants -- light source, monitor quality, etc. -- we cannot guarantee that the fabric images accurately represent the true fabric colors. Please take this into consideration if you are trying to color match materials.
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